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RECREATIONAL FISHING VESSEL

FOL: 16585 Length: 11.98 Width: 4.42 Draft: 1.30

FOL NO.: 16585
Type: Steel Recreational Fishing Vessel

Built:

1989 in Kolding, Denmark – The vessel started sailing with Anglers in 1993 and
has over the years been improved including stabilizer, platform aft and non-skid
deck everywhere, all to improve the conditions for the guest/anglers –
Additionally, there is max 12 persons onboard and at least 2.5 m fishing space
per each guest/angler

Classification: DMA
Dimensions: Loa: 11.98 m W: 4.42 m D: Draft: 1.30 m
Tonnage: 19 GT

Engine room: >> 6 cyl. 185 BHP FORD LEMANN main engine (1987) // PRM gear (1987) //
Propeller with shaft (1989) // 42 BHP Fiat Iveco auxiliary engine with generator
(1990)

Accommodation: >> Refrigerator/Freezer in the galley // Central heating // Stereo TV set/Video
including CD player // There are good toilet facilities on board

https://hagland-shipbrokers.com/
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Electronic equipment:
>> 1x Robertson autopilot w/steering (2011) // 1x Compass // 1x Shipmate VHF
// 1x DSC VHF // 2x Koden colour echo sounders // 1x Furuno radar (2015) // 1x
Koden MD 3640 radar // 1x Simrad C 30 plotter + navigator // 1x Interface
plotter (2009) // Walkie Talkies // 1x Nokia mobile telephone

Misc: * 16 persons Viking liferaft and life vests // Electric motor with frequency
converter (2010) // All guests/anglers can be indoors during sailing to and from
the fishing grounds

All particulars are believed to be correct, but cannot be guaranteed. All offers are made subject to prior
sale; changes in price and/or inventory, and withdrawal without notice.


